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!3cent with oil?f kummel, 2 p,ounds; lavender oil, 2% 

I 
Are there any assured facts to guide to a solution of 

pounds; and 011 of thyme (white), 2 pounds. this problem and to trace its origin to other worlds 

I 
than ours? 

YELLOW WINDSOR SOAP. Ever since it was known that the gem is pure carbon 
Treat as above, and at the same tem)?erature 250 in a crystallized form, the idea of producing it arti fici· 

pounds of t,allow, 150 pounds of cocoanut Oil, 100 po�nds . �lly has charmed the int�llects of scient,ists, Moissan, 
of palm 011 and 250 pounds of lye at 370 Be, Scent In 1892, first succeeded In manufacturmg them by a 
with oil of' lavender, 5 pounds; oil of kummel, 2% complic�te� procE's�, which it �ould rE'quire m';lch �ime 
pounds; oil of thyme, 1 pound; and oil of peppermint, to describe In detail. oSuffice IS to say that with ,Ir?n, 
1 poul1d, If the soap is wanted darker color with sugar · charcoal, 5400 of heat, powerful electriCity, 
Uranian oran�e, ' enormous pressure and sudden cooling, he conducted 

Another recipe for shaving Windsor soap only dif. a wonderful eX[Jeriment and produced minute crystals 
fering in the scenting is as follows: ' of diamond, About the same time, Kroutchoff in Rus· , sia obtainE'd the same result with silver instead of iron, 

Very pure white tallow., . .. ... . , .. ,33 pound. showing conclusively that neither the iron nor silver 
Oocoanut oil (first quality) . . • • . . . . .  ,16 " had anything to do with the formation of the carbon 
Sou a lye (300 Be,) , .... o '  ....... . ,., ... 28 crystals, which were manufactured directly from the 
Potash lye (300 Be.) .. . . .... . . , ..... 5 H sugar· charcoaL 

" 

Scent a few minutes after pouring with essence of 
carra ways, 2� ounces; essence of bergamot, 3% ounces; 
eSSE'nce of Portugal, % ounce; essence of cloves, -l 
ounce; essence of lavender, lJ,4 ounces; and essence o� 
thyme, lJ,4 ounces. After the soap is set, cut it up, 
dry the pieces, and rub with a very dry cloth to remove 
any adherent dust. 

THE MILITARY SHAVING SOAP. 

Under this name a molten palm soap of very agree 
able smell is sold. Five hundred pounds of palm oil 
soap are melted as above, colored with coloring, and 
srented with: 

Oil of cinnamon . . . , " ......... ' ... 1 pound. 
" kummE'I ....... ... . . .... .... 1� " 

lavender .. ........ ..... .... 1% " 

thYllle . ......... . . . � ........ . 1 " 

peppermint ...... ...... , .. % " bergamot . _ ' ... , .. , ........ 2 " 

The soap smells especially good when dry.-Soap· 
maker and Perfumer. 

DIAMONDS IN METEORITES.*' 

These experiments have demonstrated that sudden 
cooling under enormous pressure is necessary to the 
process of diamond making, and these conditions in a 
molten liquid or gaseous earth, or in any more recent 
eras, are impossible; as the globe is never subject 
to sudden changes of temperature, while Its methods 
of rock building and chemical operations are slow in 
action and its cooling has been very gradual. 

Molrt of the world's great storehouses of carbon in 
the form of coal and graphite are on the opposite side 
of the earth from where the diamond is found, and in 
these huge deposits no carbon crystals appear, neither 
were such crystals ever formed in the presence of 
oxygen. 

This1act, with the before· mentioned sudden cooling 
necessary to ti'he process of diamond building, points 
to an extra· terrestrial origin for the beautiful gem, 

These things alone would not warrant the search 
into infinite space for the birthplace of any supposed 
terrestrial substance were it not for the fact that dia
monds have actually fallen from the skies upon the 
earth, and more than once. 

Since, then, there is the positive knowledge that they 
are manufactured in space, the natural inquiry fol
lows, Whence came they to earth, and when? 

A mE'teorite fell ill Carcote, Chile, which contained 
THE attitude of science toward the diamond is most carbon in organic substances solublE' in ether, and also 

peculiar, the gem presents a subject of deep interest, an elementary cry:stallille . form ,of carbop, dull blallk 
and upon the problem of its origin and life history all a�d very hard, whICh was In reality a variety of black 
branches of research are engaged. ' diamond. , 

Tradition has surrounded it with reverence, and I A rec.ent atteI,.llpt to, polish fr�gments of the, great 
named it "the unsubduable;" an exalted estimate of meteorIt,e of Canoll Dlabolo, Arizona, resu�ted In the 
its value is the inheritance of the ages; chemistry, the d�structlOn of the , emery wheel, a�d the discovery . of 
first of the sciences to throw true light upon it, de. minute black part!cles �hroughout ItS substance, which 
vel oped the curious fact that it was composed of but proved to be ge,nume diamonds, 
one elE'ment, and geology yet utterly refuses to refer it Two pe,rfect little octahedrons exp�oded on expos1lr,e 
to any of her many eras, to the air of a warm rO�)!ll. The little gems had eVI-

To quote a high authority, "The origin and true dently been formed subJect to great press�re, at a 
geologh:al position of the diamond are unknown. It is mu�h redu,ced temperature\ as before , explamed, and 
always found embedded in gravel and transported their, c?heslOn was not s�ffiCient t<,> resls� the, change� 
materials whose history cannot be traced. It is one of conditIOns, thus c0!lc,l�slv�ly provmg MOissan s ex perI
the most remarkable substances known; has been long ment .. �nd also eX�lbltIng m an �xagge.rat,ed deg�ee t�e 
prized on account of its brilliancy as an ornamE'ntal cond,ltlOns of an IUcreased tensIOn wlth!n, ,WhiCh �Ir 
gem; and the discovery of its curious chemical nature DaVId Brewster long ago observed to eXist In all dla-
confers upon it a high degree of scientific interest." monds, . , . . " For the sake o� the argument to follow, passing re- Here, In. thIS mass of I�on, was MOlssan S experI' 
ference to some of its well-known properties is neces- ment certamly performed In some starry or cometary 
�ary,as, for in�tance, i�s superior hardness, its brilliancy, laboratory. , . , . " 
Its �reat speCific gravity, ItS wonderful refractive and Another meteOrite m Siberia also contal�ed diamond 
?ptical powers, its unassailableness by any known acid, , crystals; so there are already three to witness to the 
ItS transparency and translucency, its infusibility, and, I 

wOI?-derfu,1 truth. , . 
at the same time, in view of all these remarkable proper- Smce diamonds are thus traced to meteorites, It be· 
�ies combined in one substance, the strange facts that. com�s .necessary to understand these �nterplll:netary 
m the presence of oxygE'n it burns as easily as a piece of r bodiE'S III order to opeI?- anot�er chapter, lIl the life hls
coal and produces carbonic acid gas that it is almost tory of the gems. WhIle their presence III such strange 
identical in composition with charcoai and lampblack, company: wou!d, be as much or more, o� a m�stery 
and that Sir George Mackenzie proved that iron anddia. than their ,POSitIOn on the earth, y�t It IS certamly a 
mond exposed together in a furnace are converted into grea� stel? �n advance to have recoglllzed them as ter-
steel. i restrIal VISitants and not nativE's. 

Though infusible, yet when proteoted from oxygen I T�a� the� are chel�lically- entirelY, forei�n ,to t�e me
and plac�d, between the poles of a powerful galvanic teOrIC Iron IS also qUIte eYldent ; �elthe,r IS Iron In any 
battery, It IS transformed into coke or graphite. mann�r nec�ssa�y to their formatl?n, smce Kroutchoff 

These experiments conclusively prove that diamond used SlIver In hiS SUCCE'ssful experiment alrE'ady men· 
is composed of pure carbon-a substance which is very �ioned. Yet even all these t�ings, however importan�, 
abunda�t in nature, �nd which constitutes a large If a�0!le, could tell us nothlllg of the place of their 
proportIOn of all org3:111,C structures, both animal and nativity, " . , 
v�g!;'ta.ble, althou�h It IS foun� pure in but two very Prof. Henry Car�lll LeWIS, :-vh�m It wI�1 be ne��ssary 
dlsslllular crystallized forms diamond and graphite or to quote several times, i'ays In The Diamond, 1897: 

plumbago. ' "The diamond, �ust have had its �arbon from the at-
The latter is a somewhat rare Illineral, and in its mosJ?here ,as orlgma.i source, rea�ollln� from t�e mate

s�i11 mo�e rare cry-stals has the fi.gure of a short, six- rial In whl,ch the dl�mond-bearIng pipes of Kimberly, 
Sided prism, bearmg no geometrical relation to the South AfriCa, occur, 
cube or octahedron of the diamond. MetE'orItes fall upon all parts of the earth, and from 

Crystals of graphite are found associated with other any directio� i,n the heavens: and the �ir, whenever 
forms of carbon, but the diamond never. It dwells or -.yherever It IS analyzed, give,s up � portIOn of meteo
alone in its glory and forms no connections with its ric Iron; f<,>r many of these flymg VISitants are totally 
carbon relatives which are not of unmixed composi- consumed In the earth's gaseous envelope and reduced 
tion. to impalpable powder which the air sustains in its em· 

All <;lther, p�ecious gems are transparent crystals of brace , and carrie� upon its currents. , 
materials sunilar to the masses in which they are found While these thmgs are true of meteors In general and 
The ruby, sapphire and topaz are composed of alumina' are in accord with all other facts, yet it is known that 
ir<;ln, and l,ime . . The emerald and beryl, of silica, alu� they follow �ertain ,la�s and observe known periods. 
mIna, glucIna, Iron, lime, chrome, magnesia, and soda. In 1867, Schiapareili discovered. that meteor showers 
It will be observed that the diamond however is resembled and followed the orbits of comets, and soon 
uni,que in being the pure form of only one elem�nt, �emon�trated �he fa.ct to !lstronomers, even identify· 
while all other gems are composite. mg the comets In whose trams the August and N ovem· 

Geographically considered. the diamond is most in- ber meteors traveL . 
teresting, and a very curious series of facts present By finding diamond crystals in meteorites, they are 
them�elves. thus traced directly to comets, for no astronomical con-

lt is found in the three great peninsulas which pro- clusion is better established than that meteors are the 
ject. into the southern watery half of the globe-India, fra�ments or followers of comf'ts, aI?-d do not leave their 
Af�lca, and Brazil; and in all the islands of those seas, orb,lts any, I�ore than a planet �ill break the bon,ds 
qUite recently and notably in Borneo, WhiC� cham It to the sun and fly In a tangent from ItS 

At once the strange fact appears that the diamond appoInted path among his system of worlds. 
is found only- Up�)ll one side of the earth, A few iso- Iron that falls fr?m the heavens in met,eorites is al· 
la�ed exceptIOns, to be hereinafter noted do not affect ways of a crystal,lIne structure totally different from 
thiS remarkable circumstance which any theory of the any of the forms It assumes on the earth, and so also 
origin of the diamond must p�rforce explain. with c�rtain easily recognized meteoric metallic salts 

In these countries it is found only in river beds and anLl: resms utterly unknown here. 
valleys, among debris and drift with which it has no Smce, then, such a well-known element as iron dis· 
chemical or geological affinity, and on the mountain plays peculiar forms under the influences extant in in
tops from whence the rivers arise. terplanetary space, where almost immeasurable speed, 

Science declares that the diamond has never been such as comets attain on nearing the snn, in olle in
found in its matrix, and no theory of its origin has ever stance equaling 400. I�iles a �econd, develops a degree 
been advanced, What do these words mean or rather of heat and electrICity whICh cannot be computed, 
what do they not mean? ThE'Y mean that' upon th� while, at the same timE!, the flying mass is swept by a 
earth the diamond is not in its native home. blast of cold ether, varIOusly reckoned as from 2000 to 

* Read bef!lre tJ;1e American Society for the Advancement of Science at 
Harvard UmveIlllty, August 26,1898, by 1\I.IIl. E. 1\1.. Souvielle, Jackson. 
ville, Fill, . 

1,0000 degrees below zero, it would be strange, indeed, 
if carbon did not also manifest itself in forms equally 
as different as the conditions themselves. It will be 
observed that tnes(l conditions are exactly those re-
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quired by Moissan's experiment, viz" iron, carbon, 
heat, electricity, and sudden cold. 

Sir David Brewster attributed the traces of double 
refraction which are exhibited by the interior of the 
diamond, while it only possesses single refractive 
powers in its exterior layer", to a peculiar tension im· 
parted to the interior of the rrystal during its forma
tion. This explanation is still received, as it is the 
only possible one of the strange difference, while it is 
also itself explained by the conditions known to exist 
in meteorites and comE'ts; but no such conditions in a 
molten earth are even supposable. 

While meteorites thus bring to the E'arth solid sam· 
pies of the substance of comets, with a marvelous tale 
of the conditions which their structure unfolds, the 
spectr�sc:iope, that revE'aler of the mysteries of the 
earth and the heavens, whose penetrating eye compels 
light to give up the secrets of its source, with the laws 
of its motion and rate of vibration, that wonderful in-
8trument, which has created the science of the age, 
when turned upon a comet confirms the testimony of 
the fallen meteor, 

This intimate connection between comets and me
teors is perhaps the most striking and novel discovery 
of a purE'ly astronomical character made in this cen
tury, and is certainly fraught with more meaning to 
humanity than almost any discovery of any age. 

Sir John Herschel regarded comets as masses of va
por or gas, but since his time science has been forced 
to admit that they may have solid portions, and the 
spertroscope shows them to vary greatly in composi· 
tion. 

Prof. Huggins has proved by experiments and ob· 
servation that hydrocarbon forms a lar�e proportion 
of the heads of some comets, notably of that one cE'le· 
brated as Encke's, and of two others that he exam· 
ined. 

There thus appears the certainty that meteorites 
follow so truly in the trains of known comets that 
their pE'riodicity can be equally calculated, with the 
further certainty that the substance of comets and the 
conditions extant ill them are exactly the material and 
conditions necessary to produce the diamonds which 
meteorites have brought to the earth. 

Maupertuis, a French astronomer, writing in 1742 of 
the possible collision of a romet with the earth, said: 

"However dangerous the shock of a comet, the 
comet itself might neverthelE'ss be so small as to be 
fatal only to that part of the earth with which it hap
pened to come in contact; so that we might perhaps be 
compensated for the destruction of some kingdom, by 
the enjoyment which the rest of the world would de
rive by the rarities which a body coming from so vast 
a distance could not fail to bring with it, 

"The debris of those masses which we despise might 
prove, to the surprise of everyone, to be formed of 
gold and diamonds, " 

It is remarkable that more than a hundred and fifty 
years after he wrote those words diamonds actually 
fell upon the earth as meteoric messengers from the 
comets of infinite spacE', while the spectroscope tells of 
matter and conditions necessary for their manufacture 
in those wonderful bodies, and has revealed gold in 
the sun. 

Though diamonds are thus tracE'd directly to comets, 
there remains yet unexplained the strange fact of their 
superfiCial position upon one side of the earth only. 

The diamonds that meteorites bring are small and 
black, while the glorious gems of the southern hemi· 
sphere are white as the light; there are, however, 
among them rare red and blue and green crystals, and 
the still more highly prized black gem, which last at 
once identifies and connects them with the d usky dia
monds of meteorites, 

They are principally located in a zone around the 
earth of about 20" in wid t h and encircling the water half 
of the planet, The zone extends north of thE' equator 
on the Asiatic continent and dips below it on the 
American side, 

In Brazil, Africa, India, and nearly all the islands of 
the southern oceans, are thE'se crystals found; on the 
tops of the highest mountains, on bare rocks, and in 
valleys, amid sand, stones, clay, and debris entirely of 
recent deposit and evidently not in their matrix. 

It is, therefore, in an era later than any geological 
age must the search be made for another link in the 
history of the diamond. 

The peculiar conglomerate called diabase or gabbro. 
in which the diamonds of South Africa are embedded, 
is known to be of recent formation, and that it is not 
the matrix of the gems is proved by a large proportion 
of them being broken and isolated fragmE'nts. 

It has been lately suggested that this is volcanic in 
origin, but who can admit that volcanic action could 
produce a crystal of carbon which the presence of oxy
gen to feed the flames would inevitably have consumed 
and transformed? 

Prof. Carvill Lewis found the diamond-bearing pipes 
of Kimberly in close proximity to masses of basalt and 
shale with true eruptive rock, but none of these in· 
closed diamonds .. He also speaks of the remarkable 
rock in which diamonds are found as their matrix, 
though few other authorities a.gree with him upon 
this point, but he also has said, as before quoted, that 
their carbon was of atmosphedc origin. He also 
abundantly proves the most remarkablE' resemblance 
betweE'n the pE'culiar Kimberly rock and troue meteor
ites in the case of bronzite and a numbE'r of other sub
stances, with numerous characteristics· which are found 
in common with this formation and meteorites, and 
through this, diamond crystals, often fragmentary, are 
irregularly scattered, Others argile that such a rock 
is certainly not of volcanic origin. 

The unique character of these diamond·bearin� 
pipes with the crystalline and peculiar microscopical 
form of their componE'nt materials, like other known 
meteoric masses, is a most powerful argument that the 
whole formation is also itself meteoric. 

The author says�O "Perhaps the most interesting 
chemical observation concE'rning the 'blue ground' (sur
rounding and uniting these minerals) was that made 
by Sir H. E. Roscoe. He found that on treating it 
with hot water, an aromatic hydrocarbon could be ex
tracted. By digesting the 'blue ground' with ether and 
allowing the solution to evaporate, this hydrocarbon 
was separated and found to be crystalline, strongly 
aromatic, volatile, burning with a smo�,y flame, and 
melting at 500 Centigrade." 

This is a powerful reminder of the hydrocarbons of 
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comets, and its peculiar nature seems to have no par
allel on the planet. 

The author also insists that " the structure is not 
purely mechanical. as is the case with rocks which have 
been subject to great pressure." 

It is more than probable that, in a volcanic region 
like South Africa, volcanic action has moved, broken, 
and otherwise disturbed this mass, which owes noth· 
ing else to volcanic agency. 

It is emphatically said by Lewis that the Kimberite 
shares its characteristics with no other terrestrial rock 
and strongly resembles meteorites of similar construc
tion. 

It will be observed that the evidence which Prof. 
Lewis educes points most positively in one direction 
only, and that is precisely parallel with the argument 
of this paper. 

THE DECORAH ICE CAVE AND ITS 
EXPLANATION. 

By ALOIS F. KOVARIK, Decorah Institute. 
ONE of the greatest natural curiosities in Iowa is 

the Ice Cave at Decorah-a town situated in a most 
beautiful valley surrounded on all sides by Nature's 
picturesque sceneries. Hundreds of people visit the 
Decorah Ice Cave, year after year, and there are thou
sands who visited it in the years past. The curious 
phenomenon draws the attention of the tourists as 
well as of the scientists hearing of it, and excites the 
desire to visit the cave. 

In the spring and the summer of the year this cave 
contains quite a large quantity of ice frozen to one of 
its walls, and as the annum passes through the latter 
half of autumn and the first part of winter, it is dry, 
and the temperature considerably above freezing. 

The Decorah Ice Cave i� located on the south side 
of a bluff at an elevation of 27 to 36 meters above the 
river level. The bluff, which is north of the city, runs 
east and west along the upper Iowa River, and is 
about 84 meters high above the river level. That part 
of the bluff wherein the cave is found is a marked 
fault for about 200 meters, and the Trenton rock reo 
veals its bareness to the observing eye in the valley be
low. The cave is very near the eastern end of the 
fault. 

One of the paths leading to the Ice Cave is via Ice 
Cave Bridge, in the northeastern part of the city. Fol
lowing this path, which leads at quite an elevation 
along the bluffs, one may get a beautiful view of the 
valley with its city below. Immediately below the en
trance, this path is an uphill path of crumpled rock, 
at the end of which are two walls of solid rock rising 
to a height of about 12 llIeters and running parallel to 
each other in the direction of northwest for a distance 
of 10 meters, where the upper parts come together and 
form the opening into the cave,1'4 meters high. N atu
rally this opening was small, but to give easier en
trance, it was enlarged to its present size (see the 
photograph of the entrance. The opening is in the 
rear and cannot be distinctly seen in the picture). 

With a view to gather the facts about the different 
changes in temperature and phen omenon in the Ice 
Cave and to ascertain the true cause of this phenome
non, I made regular excursions to the cave once in 
every two o r  three weeks, beginning with July, 1897, 
and continuing till nearly the present tillie, after hav
ing occasionally visited the cave during the years 
previous. 

Having studied the origin, the position, and the dif
ferent variations in the phenomenon, I formlllated a 
theory which I give below, and which, it seems to me, 
explains truly the cause of the phenomenon. 

It was on July 1, 1897, that I visited the cave for 
the first time with a view of scientific investigation. 
The cold breeze coming from the cave was noticed on 
the path below, 30 or more meters from the entrance, 
and grew stronger as I approached the entrance, 
at which a cloud of condensed vapor rushing from the 
cave met all visitors of that day, and brought a sight 
of surprise and wonder on the faces of those that 
noticed the beauty of the view. At the very entran�e 
the breeze was so strong as to make it impossible to 
light an ordinary match, and, near the floor, would 
even blow out the flame of a candle. Such a breeze 
and such a cloud of condensed vapor were not noticed 
throughout the year. Nay, even December 11, 1897, 
reverse was the draught, i. e., into the cave, and thus 
continued till February 26, 1898. while the cloud of 
condensed vapor was noticed only on very warm days. 

Entering the cave, the path has the direction east
west, and slopes its whole length, the descent at the 
forking of the path, a place 12 meters from the entrance, 
is 1'5 meters, while the very end of the cave is about 
3� meters below the entrance. 'rhe walls of this 
chamber are of solid rock (except the highest parts of 
the south wall), and on average 2 meters apart at the 
base, but meeting at a height of many meters, forming 
a sharp diedral angle. July 1, �1897, and during the 
whole summer, these walls were covered with heavy 
moisture, which was gradually disappearing during 
the fall, so that, after October 30, I noticed the walls 
tiry, and likewise through most of the winter follow
ing. 

In February, 1898, moisture, in form of frost, appeared 
on the walls, the temperature (see table) then being 
below freezing. 

On entering the cave on the 12th of the following 
month, I was greatly amazed by Nature's grand 
view offered to be looked upon. The walls throughout 
the cave were covered with heavy frost of various 
shapes and sizes', which reflected the light of Illy candle, 
producing an excellent effect. 

With the approach of spring days, the quantity and 
the beauty of the frost speedily diminished in this 
chamber, till only moisture was left hehind. 

As stated supra, the path forks into two branches. 
One, the shorter, leads southward into a small chamber, 
the " Daylight Chamber." In this ramification of the 
cave, if looking upward, one may see the daylight as 
reflected by the rocks above. The other branch leads 
straight westward into the Ice Chamber. Just by the 
side of a large Trenton rock standing isolated from 
the wall, the path has a sudden descent of 1'5 meters, 
where a rock of dangerous appearance overhangs the 
path quite low, making it necessary to bend to the 
floor in order to enter the Ice Chamber. 

'fhe crevice above the Daylight Chamber is on the 

margin of the fault, and is 3 meters long, running west
ward. 

In the Ice Chamber the south wall, which is not totally 
of solid rock, curves over the path, and rests on the solid, 
nearly vertical, north wall. Here the path is some
what narrower than heretofore, and the roof of the 
cave at an average height of only 1'6 meters above the 
floor. 

At 6 meters from the division is the" Locus Glaci· 
alis, " where, during the spring and fore part of the 
summer, ice covers the north wall from the very top to 
the very base and about two meters in width. The thick
ness of the ice varies with the part of the season; also, 
with the place on the wall, bei.Qg greatest at about the 

ENTRANCE 'fO THE DECORAH ICE CAVE. 

middle point of the ice surface. The maximum thick, 
ness in 1897 was probably July 1, when it was about 
25 cm. From then it gradually decreased, so that July 
17 it was only 15 cm. : July 24, 10 cm,; and by Septem
ber 3, all the ice disappeared. After September 3 the 
temperature in the cave was continually rising till 
October 16, when it reached its highest point, + 8'3° C., 
or about the temperature of a cold spring; from thence, 
a gradual decrease in temperature continued till the 
time of its lowest point. This was February 26, 1898, 
when the therlllometel' showed _6'6° C. 

'rhis year the iee at Locus G lacialis !1rst appeared 
about May 29, '1'11'0 weeks before that tllne water was 
dripping from the crevices between the north and the 
south walls , Beginning with May 29, the ice rapidly 
increased in mass, that by June 12, the time of llIaxi-

cbecked by a wall of solid Trenton rock. Here is the 
end of the cave. The total length of the cave is 3 1  
meters. While ice is founel at Locus Glacialis and at 
one other place. the rest of the walls of the Ice Challl bel' 
are heavily covered with a beautifully crystallized, 
hoary frost, which, with its fancy shapes and variolls 
sizes, along with the ice on the wall, glisten in the 
light of a candle and give a beautiful scene to the Ice 
Chamber. By placing a candle and viewing the cham
ber from the rock which overhangs the path, I found 
I had the best view of the whole chamber, and, when 
I had the flash photograph taken, I left a candle burn
ing and it shows as a white spot in the picture. 

Temperature.-To give some idea about the tempera
ture iff the cave at different parts of the year, I give 
below the results of my last year's obeervation in de
grees Centigrade: 

In the Valley. 
Time. (Shade.) Division. 

July 1. 1897. .... . .. . .. +33'3 +2'2 
July 27,1897 . .  , ...... , +21'1 +5'0 
August 14, 1897, .,. ,, +32'2 +5'8 
Septem bel' 3, 1897 .. " +32'2 +7'2 
September 18, 1897 .. , +33'9 +8'6 
October 16, 1897 ., ,. +24'0 + 10'0 
October 30, 1897.,.", +10'0 +7'2 
December 11, 1897 -2'2 -2'7 
January 8, 1898.,., , .  0'0 -2'7 
January 22, 1898", ." -5'0 -6'1 
February 26,1898..... 0'0 -6'6 
March 12,1898 ... '.... +2'8 -1'6 
March 26,1898........ +8'8 -1' 7 
April 16, 1898 ", .... +25'6 -1'4 
April 30, 1898 ......... +13'9 +1'1 
May 28,1898 .... ' .. .. +17'2 +1'7 
June 9, 1898, ... ,. ,  , " +25'0 +1'7 
June 18,1898... ...... +28'3 +1'7 
July 16, 1898 .. , ....... +35'0 +7'2 

Locns 
Glacia1is. 

0'0 
0'0 

+3'1 
+3'1 
+6'1 
+8'3 
+4'7 
-1'1 
-3'9 
-3'9 
-6'6 
-2'7 
-1'6 
+1'1 
-1'1 
--0'3 
-0'3 
-0'2 

0'0 

End, 
0'0 
0'0 
0'0 

+8'3 
+8'3 
+8'3 
+5'0 
-2'2 

0'0 
-3'9 
-5'0 
-2'7 
-1'1 
-1' 1 
-1'1 

0'0 
0'0 
0'0 

+2'2 

Origin.-The origin of the cave is undoubtedly due 
to the slip of the southern part of the bluff, caused by 
the undermining of the river. This is shown on the 
outside; also, in the Ice Chamber of the cave, where 
the south wall curves over the path and rests on the 
solid north wall. Besides, the direction of the cave is 
westward-the direction of the fault. No signs, out
side nor inside, are there that would indicate that it 
was formed by erosion. The Ice Chamber is at a depth 
of nearly uniform temperature throughout the year, 
namely. about +9° C. 

THEORY. 

Theories were advanced to explain the phenomenon 
of the Ice Cave. For explaining the cause of the forma
tion of ice in the Decorah Ice Cave, and in any ice cave 
so far reported, SOTlle of the proposed theories are abso
lutely untenable. I shall not to\lch upon these in this 
paper, as they have been discussed to some extent in 
Mr. Batch's "Ice Caves and the Causes of Subter-
ranean Ice," . 

As in different years there are changes ill some 
things relating to the phenolllenon, such as the dates 
of the first appearance of ice, the Illaximulll quantity. 
the lowest and highest temperatures, etc., and the 
changes in temperature in general, we must have a 
tI-lle description of the variations throughout one year 
at least before we can safely draw conclusions. The 
facts notlCed about the Ice Cave during the past year 
I briefly stated above, and likewise I give below my 
conclusions. 

The density of ai r and gravitation cause the currents 
into and out the cave. If the denser air is within the 
cave, the natural flow is outward, and inward when 
reverse are the conditions. The strong breeze outward 
and t he cloud of condensed vapor on a hot day in 

DECORAH ICE CAVE-LOCUS GLACIALIS. 

mum quantity, the ice covered the wall for a width of 
nearly two meters, having the greatest thickness of 29 
cm. (see flash photograph of the Ice Chamber, taken 
specially for this MS.; the thermometer is about in the 
middle point of the ice surface). Very rapid decrease 
was going on last summer; July 16, only a small quan
tity was found, and this mainly at the foot of the wall, 
and by August 1 all the ice disappeared. 

At 6'6 meters tWllI Locus Glacialis is the place where 
ice in the spring Ilmke;: its first appearance in the cave 
-this year, Mal'ch 26, In Slllllmer, from the hole, a 
strong current of air into the cave was noticed. '1'0 
find out how far this opening led, I.cl'awled through 
the sllIall opening leading nUl'ih ward, but W;t.::; .5oon 
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June or July is due to the great difference in tempera
ture (outside and,tnside the cave), sometimes exceeding 
34· C. To the dlfference in temperature is also ac
counted the moisture on the walls. There being many 
small ramifications of the cave, besides the main pas
sage, the cold air of the winter penetrates these and 
actually freezes the walls of the cave to a great depth. 
'rhe air passing through the cave gradually changes 
its temperature to the temperature of the surroundings, 
and then escapes through the opening in the Day
light Challl bel' and also, though probably less, through 
t he hole, through little crevices, out above the bluff. 
In this way the walls of the cave come in direct con
tact witll tlle cold atmosphere of the winter and sture 
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